
 

Privacy Policy – “NIC-VC” Mobile App 
 

National Informatics Centre, Himachal Pradesh has Developed “NIC-VC” Mobile App for VC 
Division, New Delhi. The NIC-VC mobile app provides feature to choose your State, District, VC 
Studio so as to filter out the relevant Video Conferences scheduled for the selected State/District/ 
VC Studio. The app has interface in both English and Hindi and also provides two types of 
dashboards to choose from. The dashboard shows the counts for Today VC’s, Scheduled VCs, 
Important VCs (if any), VCs during the current month and year. The app also provides feature to 
search any booked VC using the VC ID. The user can also provide feedback for any conducted 
VC by choosing the rating. The app is available on Play Store free of cost. 

Permission used by this App: 
App only uses the internet connection of user’s device. 
 
Data Retention Policy, Managing Your Information 
The app captures name, mobile, email for feedback. The local app settings can be changed or 
removed by the user as per requirement. So as no data is captured by the app so do not need 
any Data Retention or Management Policy. 
 
Misuse by Non-Targeted Users 
Mobile App is meant for use by the targeted audience only. Misuse by non-targeted users should 
be prevented by owner of the mobile device. 
 
Changes 
This Privacy Policy may be updated from time to time to include or deleted any content as per 
latest requirements. You are advised to consult this Privacy Policy regularly for any changes, as 
continued use is deemed approval of all changes.  
 
Your Consent 
By using the Application, you are consenting to our processing of your information as set forth in 
this Privacy Policy now and as amended by us. 
 
Contact us 
If you have any questions regarding privacy while using the Application, or have questions about 
our practices, please contact us via email at vc-delhi[at]nic[dot]in 


